The Dailies: February 7th-13th 2022
Alien World-Artifacts, Flares & Personal Wares
Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, February 7th through Sunday February 13th, 2022. Today's reading comes from my Summer Night oracle Lenormand deck.
Monday, February 7th- cocoa reversed crossed by grub-grub with the witch at the root. today seems that we can't relax. Grub-Grub and witch are reminding us to trust our instincts. 
Tuesday the 8th fear crossed by witch with talisman reversed. We may be bothered by some fear of the unknown. Witch again reveals itself as a reminder to believe in ourselves and trust our instincts. Talisman reversed indicates that something has triggered our "spidey senses".   
Wednesday the 9th sunflower crossed by the moon with bunny reversed. We may be called into positions to mediate or advise today. Crossed by the moon, suggesting that this situation requires a keen sense of understanding. It's an honor when people gravitate to us and trust our insight, but bunny reversed points out that we may be feeling overwhelmed or underappreciated for it.      
Thursday the 10th harmony reversed crossed by ancestors with chair reversed at the root. Today brings a sense of balance back, as harmony reminds us that we're doing what we need to do for ourselves. Ancestors crossing calls us to remember that the path we are following comes from a deep sense of meaning and purpose. Chair reversed suggests that there may be a point of self-doubt rooted in feelings of disassociation or loss. This loss may be in regard to reminiscing how things used to be; a sense of feeling outdated, out of the loop, or even a moment of questioning whether or not we are being effective.   
Friday the 11th  grave reversed crossed by ancestors with grub at the root. Grave reversed is suggesting that there is something in the present that keeps calling us back to the past to reflect. Several times this week, we've found ourselves re-evaluating, or second-guessing. Ancestors ask us to reflect on the meaning and deep personal connections, while Grub-Grub at the root reminds us that we are indeed working within our natural and balanced connection and understanding.    
Saturday the 12th broom reversed protection crossing, ghost reversed. Broom fell from the corner. Looks like something unexpected is requiring us to take action, perhaps needing to do a bit of cleanup. Protection is crossing, indicating that we need to safeguard the things we are working on. With ghost reversed this may indicate that the cleanup and protection involved may be within our own psyche, especially with this nagging question we keep throwing at ourselves as to whether or not we're doing what we need to be.   
Sunday the 13th death crossed by the sun with justice reversed. Great transformation is highlighted, under the sun of potential, enlightenment, guidance, and growth. Justice reversed suggests that this understanding comes from a place of feeling burdened, and a bit unappreciated but that a shift in perspectives has given some clarity.

Summary:
Ok. This isn't going to be short, because it needs to be said. 
When I keep getting weekly readings like this, my first feeling is like I need to switch decks. 
I ask myself, "ok, what the hell? Why do we keep revisiting these same old things week after week? Is it me? Is it the deck?" But then I sit with it for a minute and realize I'm doing it too. In the very readings I'm doing, I'm seeing the set of energies and circumstances in the readings are arising in me too...as I'm doing the readings. The second-guessing and doubt I'm experiencing is because this whole societal transition and bipolarity is something alien to ALL of us...not just me. 
We are all trying to figure out what in the hell is going on within our world, and that causes deep reflection back into ourselves. We see the strange and unfamiliar, and we look up and at ourselves in the mirror and say "is it me? is it something I'm not doing right, or seeing right?" and that can't be any further from the truth. 
This is probably the strongest energy going on within our world right now...these feelings of insecurity, longing for familiarity,  distrust in what we see, and going backward as not only a way to feel some bit of inner-knowing and structure and comfort, but also to reflect on how to move forward and stay true to ourselves and our personal goals within a world that seems to be swinging in opposition.
For these very reasons, is why we keep seeing the cards remind us with the ancestor card "yes, you are working within your own meaning and purpose", "yes, you are still on the right path",  and warning us that our lingering question of "are we doing the right thing?" is becoming somewhat traumatic. Second-guessing or having feelings of self-doubt and questioning our self-worth can be paralyzing and can cause insecurity, anxiety, and depression if we aren't careful.  
The call to the grave of "what was" isn't a psychosis or an inability to move forward. It is largely protective, as we need to remember where we come from, re-check the map to make sure that we are still on the right path, and remind ourselves of where we are going. This repeats over and over until we are able to navigate this bad acid trip that we seemingly "woke up" to.
I don't normally like to say things in a matter-of-fact way, because there are indeed so many variables, so many possibilities and avenues to explore, and change can happen in the blink of an eye. Readings and "fortune-telling", are expressed as the likelihood of a situation occurring based on the strength of the variables currently at play.
As an advisor, I have to carefully choose my words. Cautiously doing a balancing act along the curb between those variables. However, I'm going to say this from my most pure heart, love and concern...the world IS fucked up. We keep checking the map, reworking our steps, and looking around like we have no clue where we are along the path...because we really don't know. What we know IS where we should be, doesn't look familiar at all. This causes all manner of self-conflict because we usually aren't this distracted or have never felt this level of insecurity. We find ourselves over-analyzing ourselves. We throw ourselves into all manner of self-help and wellness because "it just has to be US" right?  It has to be something WE are doing because let's be real...it can't be "the rest of the world". How fucking purely terrifying and displacing is it to feel lost and alone? How can what was familiar just suddenly...disappear? How can our friends and family just suddenly change? How can we have drifted so far away from what others consider to be "reality" but know deep within our core that we've done nothing "wrong". We become hypervigilant, hypersensitive, and blame ourselves for being "old" or "out of the loop" or "not in sync" or "not being open-minded" or any other set of circumstances a person in crisis might actually ask themselves...because we are indeed IN crisis mode. 
We feel as though the world has moved on without us or threw away everything of value, meaning, strength, and purpose...trading it for some plastic fabrication of itself and we're supposed to just be that way too...as it falls into this seemingly fatalistic black hole.
It's the fear of being lost and becoming nothing. Isn't it?
I'm not one of those people who are afraid of change or new tech, however, I believe I am a highly sensitive person with keen insight.  I'm a pragmatist. I find comfort in familiarity, but I'm also an opportunist because as I see things reveal themselves I curiously go investigate and see how I can integrate something new into something old. Chances are you too are a lot like me. We're not crazy. We're not "out of sync". 
It is my opinion that what we are seeing is a society that has been persuaded by means of convenience to follow down a path of self-destruction. A path that is not naturally and organically "human" and our perfect and natural connections within ourselves and our environment are sending up flares and warning signs of distress because of it. 
Stay the path. It's still there. Your instincts can feel the way. Look for reminders, they're there, it's going to be ok. you are not alone, there are plenty of us out here in the weirdness that is that feel the same way you do. Trust your instincts. When things seem to be too alien, step backward and take a time-out.  
Let's work on how to integrate useful new things into our already comfortable and known things. Let's not throw away all of the things we've learned, built, invested in, and understand, but firmly stake our claim in it and modify only what needs modification. Reuse, recycle, repair, renew, regroup. 
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. 
The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content.
For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. 
Tune in here every Sunday for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Have a great week everyone.
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